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Stunning award-winning songfest
performance adds to Chapter trophy case.

The Sig Eps of Toledo have finished off one of the
strongest years in chapter history. An exhilarated
chapter president Eric Croak explained “it is amazing
what can be accomplished when this amount of
talent, dedication, and deep friendship all comes
together to work towards common goals. I am
very proud of our brothers for their individual
accomplishments and proud of our chapter for what
we have been able to do collectively. The long-term

The conclave contingent from Ohio Iota and the Golden
Buchanan Cup.

A Note from the Heart

I

am sitting in Dallas, Texas, at our 53rd Conclave,
and am thrilled that I had the opportunity to
attend. I am humbled by our Fraternity, its size,
ideas, and progress. Each time I think we cannot get
better, I find that we are evolving and making great
strides in our fraternity. Getting our 10th Buchanon
Cup, and the second in gold, is just an indication of
the great things alumni and undergraduate members
can do together. Without a good alumni group, the
undergraduate members would not receive a Cup,
and obviously, vice-versa. But that’s not my point. My
point is simple: working together with trust, respect,
and the ultimate reward of Friendship is by far the
best example of the relationship that our chapter has
with our alumni. We have an INCREDIBLE ALUMNI
at Toledo, who give so much of their money, time,
and efforts into making Ohio Iota a chapter of success.
Thank you!
When I speak of Alumni, I am not just talking
about our local volunteer board. I am also referring
to the brotherhood of Sig Eps who serve as the vital
nerves of our resources. A couple of days ago Brother
Brad Rice ’73 offered his home and hospitality to
our alumni and active contingency while they are at
Conclave. I personally have not seen Brad in years,
and we shared wonderful times and a few of the
songs that made our era so much fun, and showed
our undergrads how much this means beyond
college. Mark Mandula ’75 has been a star of stars,

never once saying no. Never once saying I can’t
help. He reaches out from Florida, and no matter
what the issue, Mark says Yes. I think of Brother
Larry Leake ’52, who has been an inspiration to me
personally, and who once said to me, “Ted, we have
an unbelievable collection of Brothers, who have the
desire to help. We need to rope these guys in, before
we lose the chance.” And with that help, Larry paved
the way to create the Chi Beta Chi/Sig Ep luncheon in
October. Matt Bauer ’05, with a brand new baby and
wife, graciously found a way to help us in funding
our success at UT. And Jared Sisley ’08 offered
help by being the project manager of our Winning
Buchanon cup.
So my point...it’s not how much you can give,
it’s how can you give. Every little thing helps, and
of course, we would always love you to serve,
you’re never too late to help, and the only regret
you can have is not helping. But the rewards are
incredible, and the love of Sig Ep stretches from 1950
to 2013. It’s a love of the same thing we all cherish,
“Brotherhood.”
So as I close, deep in the Heart of Texas, I want
to tell you that whatever you can do to help...time,
thoughts, memories, gifts...the best we can give is our
Heart. For it’s the heart of Sig Ep that keeps giving,
and the heart of our chapter is our alumni.
			
Ted Behnken, President
			
Ohio Iota Alumni Association

Homecoming 2013

Golf Outing/Casino Nite

he University of Toledo Homecoming
celebration will be held on Saturday, October
5. The parade party will be at the home of Tim
and Sarah Croak, 2545 Middlesex (corner of Hopewell
and Middlesex), starting at 10 a.m. Immediately
following the parade there will be a tailgate at the
northwest corner of lot 10. Just look for the Sig Ep
sign. Also, the chapter house will be open until
game time. Come to the house to see the new carpet,
furniture, and trophy case! Game time is 3 p.m.
against Western Michigan.

he annual Sig Ep Golf Outing will be held
on Saturday, September 7, at 10:00 a.m. at
Valleywood Country Club. Alumni, undergrads,
and parents are welcome to play. The cost is $50 for
alumni and parents and $35 for undergrads, and will
include golf, cart, and lunch afterwards. There will
be prizes at the door and for long drive, long putt,
and winning foursome. Please rsvp to Tim Croak at:
tcroak@cfpohio.com and plan to pay at the door.
That evening the undergraduate chapter will be
sponsoring a Casino Nite at the Mansionview Inn near
downtown, at 2035 Collingwood. There will be a cash
bar, appetizers, and table games. All Sig Eps, parents,
and friends are welcome. There are also several
rooms available that evening if you would like to stay
overnite at the inn. Bring all the spare money you can
afford and be prepared for a fun night of gambling,
singing, and partying with our undergrads! All
proceeds from both events will go to academic advisor
Jeff Witt’s program to provide textbooks, tutoring, and
other assistance to undergraduate brothers in need.

T

Songfest a Hit!

T

he brothers of Ohio Iota put together a
tremendous show for Songfest 2012 and
walked away with a second place trophy to add
to their new trophy case. To view the performance
go to YouTube and search: Sigma Phi Epsilon Toledo
Songfest 2013. Thanks to directors Scott Uram, Jangus
Whitner, and 2012 sweetheart Emily Croak for putting
together a great show!

T

Academic Focus

I

have had the privilege of serving as the Faculty
Fellow for UT’s Sig Ep chapter for the past two
years. In that time, I have worked with chapter
leadership in developing an academic success plan
that is engaging and flexible yet focused. Before going
into the details of the plan, I would first like to point
out how academically successful the UT chapter
already is. The following table compares the chapter’s
collective cumulative GPA to that of all UT Greek
students, to male Greek students in particular and to
all undergraduate students at UT over the past four
semesters. As you can see, there is already much to
be proud of! In addition to being at the top of these
comparisons, Sig Ep had the highest chapter GPA of
all social Greek organizations at UT three out of the
four years (Kappa Delta pushed us to the number 2
spot in spring 2013).
Sigma Phi
Epsilon chapter
GPA

All UT Greek
Students GPA

All UT
Greek Men
GPA

All UT
Undergrads
GPA

Spring 2013

3.364

3.081

2.840

2.910

Fall 2012

3.398

2.965

2.620

2.730

Spring 2012

3.333

3.074

2.606

2.724

Fall 2011

3.274

3.026

2.725

2.802

The academic success plan consists of the
following initiatives:
1. Semesterly individual GPA checks are completed
through the Greek Life office. Individuals who
fall below a pre-determined GPA goal are notified
by chapter leadership that they must schedule a
meeting with the Faculty Fellow.
2. Each student who meets with the Faculty Fellow

Ohio Iota Featured in
Sig Ep National Magazine
“The Journal”

O

ur chapter was one of four across the
country featured in the recent edition
of “The Journal” in their extensive story
about the power of legacies in certain Sigma Phi
Epsilon chapters. Tim Croak (president 1981) and
son Eric (current president) talked about their
powerful connections of family and fraternity and
the Mandula Family (Mark – president 1978, Jack
– president 1979, Tom – 1982, and David – 1985)
shared their philosophy of helping others. You
can find the article by visiting the website: www.
sigep.org/news/journal/

will walk out with a hard copy of an Academic
Success Plan that is designed to help each
individual student overcome specific barriers.
3. The Faculty Fellow attends at least one chapter
meeting a month to provide an academic focused
presentation.
4. The Faculty Fellow attends at least one chapter
leadership meeting and one alumni leadership
meeting each semester to evaluate academic
success initiatives and discuss additional
strategies.
5. Beyond academics, and upon request, the Faculty
Fellow also reviews and provides feedback on
resumes, cover letters, scholarship applications
and any other academic or professional related
document.
6. In addition, the Faculty Fellow is readily available
to Sig Ep brothers to help them navigate the
distractions and challenges of college life. Over
the past two years, I have been able to connect
brothers with the right person in the right office
to get their questions answered or their school
related issues resolved in a timely way.
The University of Toledo does provide a great
deal of academic and interpersonal support to its
students. From the writing center to tutoring to the
office of Academic Access, there are many ways for
students to enhance their academic performance.
The Academic Success Plan takes full advantage of
these and many more development opportunities.
One challenge to academics that is not so readily
addressed is personal finances. Some of our brothers
struggle to find the funds needed to cover the everrising costs of higher education. Purchasing books
that are needed for classes can become a challenge
and a few chapter members have not been able to
purchase all of the books they need. I believe that
this is an area where the Faculty Fellow, chapter
leadership and chapter alumni can make a difference.
This coming school year, we will explore starting a
textbook library which will allow brothers to borrow
certain textbooks as needed. We would also like to set
aside a modest amount of funds that can be used to
help buy books for brothers struggling with financial
limitations.
Stay tuned for more discussion on academic
success. If you have a thought or idea on ways to
encourage our undergraduate brothers to succeed
academically, please contact me.

			Jeff Witt
			419.530.8573
			jeffery.witt@utoledo.edu

Chapter President’s Perspective

B

rothers,
As another year begins, so closes one of the
greatest years in Ohio Iota history. After
winning the Triple Crown – First in grades, sports,
and campus and community involvement – we were
also honored as #1 Student Organization at The
University of Toledo for the 2012-2013 year. Our
GPA of 3.36 marked the 26th consecutive semester of
being the highest among all fraternities. In sports, we
won all but two championships, tripling the number
of any other fraternity. Finally, thanks to many
dedicated brothers, we were able to raise over $32,000
for philanthropy, and we also have over 70 hours per
member of service to the community. This effort was
led in large part by Brother Carter Bayer and Brother
Drew O’Donnel, both of whom have gone above and
beyond in their organizations, making noticeable
strides and changing many lives in the community
as well. The momentum did not stop there, as Ohio
Iota came was awarded 2nd place in Songfest.
This performance was one of our best ever, led by
Brother Scott Uram and Brother Jangus Whitner.
This performance can be seen on YouTube, and I
encourage you to check it out! We had 5 members
tapped into Mortar Board Honor Society, and also 5
members tapped into Blue Key Honor Society. Joshua
Beekman was named Greek Man of the Year, making
this the second year in a row for a SigEp to hold that
honor. This summer, we have kept extremely busy
with the Balanced Man Scholarship. Our brothers
have done over 90 interviews in order to ensure the
best recipients will win the $5,000 in scholarships
we have to give out. Through out this past year, our
brotherhood has truly remained the foundation for
our accomplishments. By relying on one another and
building relationships, SigEp has been able to mentor
younger members into being the Balanced Men that
we all strive to become.

Ohio Iota has always held itself to one standard:
Excellence. This excellence is formed by the
recruitment, development, and experiences of our
brothers year after year. Many chapters can obtain this
excellence for a year, maybe two, but this year marks
Ohio Iota’s 12th consecutive year of that excellence.
At Conclave this past month, we were awarded a
Golden Buchanan Cup, marking 12 consecutive years
of being in the top 10% of chapters nationally. Only 7
chapters were able to achieve this high award, and we
are honored to receive this award on behalf of both
our undergraduate brothers and our alumni. This
honor gives our brothers an ultimate goal to continue
pushing towards. For 12 years, our motivation to excel
has stayed constant, and this motivation has allowed
us to break barriers that were previously unheard
of. On behalf of the current undergraduate brothers,
we whole-heartedly thank you for your service to
this organization, and we truly would not be here
without you. As a 9-year old in 2001, I would’ve never
imagined continuing on a legacy that has been going
on for so long, and this opportunity is something that
I will always be grateful for.
Setting ourselves apart has become second nature
to our chapter, and it’s this drive to be great that truly
makes Ohio Iota different from any chapter in the
nation. Our brothers are committed to doing things
differently, and they are committed to sharing that
knowledge with organizations all over campus and in
the community. This year, we hope to build upon our
accomplishments and become even stronger than years
past. Be sure to not miss out on what is happening in
the chapter, as there have been tons of alumni coming
back for events such as homecoming, songfest, and the
golf outing. Your participation is always welcomed,
and we hope that these events can grow every year.
Again, thank you for the continual support, and it is,
and always will be, great to be a SigEp.

Fall ’78 brother Mark “daddy wags” Wagner enjoys the
senior/alumni appreciation dinner.

Brother Mike Todak offering free legal advice at the
senior/alumni appreciation dinner.

				Eric Croak

Brother Fellow Challenge

T

he Brother Fellow Challenge requires a
tremendous amount of work and very few
brothers across the nation have accomplished
the project. It is Sigma Phi Epsilon’s highest honor
received as an undergraduate student. To complete
this challenge the brother must maintain a 3.0 GPA,
serve as a leader in at least one campus organization,
be in the Brother Mentor Challenge, and complete a
500-hour or 60-day service project that benefits the
community and is capable of being sustained after the
student is gone.
In the spring of 2012, I was approached by two of
our past presidents, Jared Sisley and Angelo Iachini,
to consider taking on this challenge. At first I didn’t
know what to expect because I had never heard of
Brother Fellow but because of my passion for service
I was interested in learning what the challenge
entailed. After hearing all of the details I quickly
agreed to dedicate myself to it and immediately began
brainstorming project ideas. During this same spring I
helped to start an organization on campus with three
other brothers, Jangus Whitner, Ryan Johnston, and
Mitch Howard. The organization began with the help
of a nonprofit organization in the area called Food for
Thought. We both wanted more students to participate
in service projects so a branch of Food for Thought
was formed on campus and was named Bridge Club.
It is named so because the goal of the organization is
to “bridge the gap” between students on campus and
the community. Bridge Club performs the same tasks
as Food for Thought does, which consists of making
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches and packing them
in to bags with chips and cookies on Friday afternoons
and delivering them downtown Toledo on Sunday
mornings to those in need.
Through starting this organization I developed
a strong passion to see it grow. So one night while
thinking about Brother Fellow it clicked that Bridge
Club could be my challenge. After discussing with my
mentor for the challenge and Chief Thought Office of
Food for Thought, Sam Melden, I came up with my
project plan. I was going to continue and increase the
success of Bridge Club on Toledo’s campus as well

Randy McCullough
Quest IV
Incorporated
734-847-5487

as start new Bridge Clubs at other schools. My goal
was to increase students’ awareness about the many
issues our society faces on a daily basis, with a big
one in Toledo being poverty and loneliness. I wanted
to branch out to reach as many students as possible
and not be restricted to The University of Toledo’s
population.
Once this idea was implanted in my brain there was
no turning back. I started working diligently, making
connections, starting the application for candidacy,
and working on the initial report. When school started
in the fall of 2012 the plan for Bridge Club to grow was
in full effect. I helped to increase the size of Toledo’s
Bridge Club and started one at Bowling Green State
University. The Bridge Club at BGSU was eventually
turned over to their students and now leaders from
UT and BGSU are collaborating to improve the
organization for this academic year. Between these two
campuses, Bridge Club had over 650 volunteers, made
over 2,600 lunches, and dedicated over 1,200 hours of
service.
Accepting the Brother Fellow Challenge has been
one of the most rewarding, beneficial, and yet difficult
tasks I have ever taken on. I got to see a lot of the
positive effects of what the organization did for both
the community and students here on campus. We truly
made an impact in the lives of many individuals in
need and were able to assist students in finding a place
to fit in at the university and discover the joy of giving
back to others. It was frustrating at times though
because of the many mishaps that occur while running
any organization. However, all of this was worth it
because it helped me to grow as an individual and
allowed me to develop skills such as personnel, time
management, organization, and leadership skills. By
completing the Brother Fellow Challenge I became the
first brother from Ohio Iota to accomplish it since this
started about 10 years ago. There are also less than 30
Brother Fellows nationwide and every other year the
recipients are honored at Conclave. I will be traveling
to Dallas, Texas, this summer to represent our chapter
and receive the honor of Brother Fellow
			
Drew O’Donnel

Joel Tschantz
Savage and Associates
419-475-8665

Sigma Phi Epsilon Scholarship Report

A

s a fraternity, we are lucky to have five
Scholarship Funds organized through the
University of Toledo Foundation. All of
our funds were initiated by the efforts of dedicated
brothers for various reasons over the years. As
Alumni, these funds provide a way for us to give
direct financial support to active brothers in their
quest to learn, grow, and advance their lives through
Sigma Phi Epsilon. It’s not just about the rising
cost of education; these scholarships have a direct
impact for many, giving leadership and brotherhood
opportunities that might not otherwise be available.
Since all of these funds are endowed, they will always
be there to work for values of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Here is a summary of our Sig Ep funds:
Sigma Phi Epsilon Ohio Iota Chapter / Balanced
Man Scholarship:
Established 1984, this is a general scholarship fund
awarded to actives based on involvement, academics,
service, and financial need. It currently has a balance
near $75,000. This is a great choice if one of the more
targeted funds aren’t quite the right fit.
Dick and Kay Bensman Scholarship for Sigma Phi
Epsilon:
Established in 2011, this fund seeks to award Junior
or Senior Sig Eps with an above average grade point
and gives a preference toward graduates from Toledo
Pubic Schools. It currently has a balance over $30,000.
Richard L. and Gail W. Springer Sigma Phi Epsilon
Leadership Fund:
Established in 2005, this fund promotes leadership
training opportunities for Sig Eps, providing funding

for various camps and academies. It currently has a
balance over $26,000.
Sigma Phi Epsilon Margaret R. and John Mandula
Jr. Challenge Fund:
Established in 2003, this fund seeks to award Sig
Ep “Balanced Men” excelling academically and in
campus and chapter involvement. This fund has been
well supported by many, including the four Mandula
brothers that many of you know. It now has a balance
exceeding $123,000.
Sigma Phi Epsilon President Club Scholarship – In
Memory of Robert Gates:
This is our most recent fund established earlier this
year. It will support active officers living in the Sig Ep
house. Including gift and pledges, this fund is over
half way toward its initial goal of being endowed at
$25,000.
Here are some things to keep in mind:
• If you have questions or need help, feel free to
contact me at Randy@TheMcCulloughs.us.
• This link will allow you to give directly online:
https://give2ut.utoledo.edu/default.asp.
• Be sure to designate your gift to one of the
above funds.
• Your gift is tax deductible.
• You can give as much or as little as you want.
• You can put it on your credit card or write a
check.
• You can do a recurring gift on your credit card.
• You can be a part of this!
• You can help make a difference!

Sig Ep Alumni Chris Dimando Finishes 3rd Tour
of Duty with US Army

F

or Ohio Iota alumnus Chris Dimando the college and fraternity experience was anything but typical.
Born and raised in Toledo, Ohio, by wonderful parents Jim and Carol Dimando, he graduated from
Bowsher High School in 2004 and upon graduation set out to seek adventure (and free college tuition)
in the United States Army as an Infantryman. Throughout his military career, he proudly served three
different year-long tours overseas—Iraq 2005, 2008, and Afghanistan 2011-2012. Between tours of duty he
attended the University of Toledo where he studied Finance and Economics and eventually graduated in
the spring of 2011. He rushed SigEp in the fall of 2009 and loved every second of it. Chris is thankful for
joining such a wonderful brotherhood, which enabled a fruitful college experience that he’ll always cherish.
He states “The camaraderie was my favorite aspect, as it filled an empty void that stemmed from missing
my brothers in arms from my time in combat.” If we fast forward to the present day, Chris currently works
as an Investment Advisor at Creative Financial Partners under the tutelage of Tim Croak, where clients are
helped to achieve their dreams through comprehensive financial planning.

A Tribute To Robert Gates
The Sigma Phi Epsilon Presidents Club

A

s many of you may know, “Bob” passed away
this past year. In April, at our Senior Dinner,
we honored his legacy of transforming Chi
Beta Chi into Sigma Phi Epsilon. The Dinner was
attended by over 100 Sig Eps and guests, and it was a
wonderful time to share the memory of our first Sig
Ep President, Robert Gates.
We had many wonderful moments, and many
memories of Ohio Iota and how we got our start.
Thank you to Larry Leake, who share his thoughts
and memories of the transition from a local chapter to
a National Chapter of Sig Ep. Especially fitting were
the gifts in Bob’s memory, which will be used to help
our undergraduate Executive members with living
on campus. Bob truly believed that the only option
for Chi Beta Chi was Sig Ep. We are glad he steered
this movement, whereby we were able to become a
chapter of the best and largest fraternity in the nation.

We asked the family for their input, and not only
did they share some of Bob’s life, but also provided
a wonderful gift for all brothers to remember Bob.
Janet Gates was an inspiration to us all, and showed
us the love and determination of a man that many of
us never had the chance to meet. He had his wedding
reception in the 335 Winthrup St. House, and married
his college sweetheart.
Thanks to the many past presidents who contributed
to the new Gates Presidential Scholarship. A complete
list will be in the next Red Door. Without your help, we
would never have been able to get this fund off the ground.
Finally, when you get your letter in the late fall,
please consider a gift to this scholarship! If you would
like to give in Bob’s memory, send a donation to:
The University of Toledo Foundation, Sigma Phi
Epsilon Presidents Club, in memory of Robert Gates,
2801 W. Bancroft St., Toledo, Ohio 43606.

Zollinger Award

M

y name is Scott Uram and I am a fifth year
pharmacy major and one of the newest
members of our active alumni group. I’ve
grown up in Toledo my entire life and I am a graduate
of St. Francis de Sales High School.
In February of 2013, I was selected as a recipient of
the J. Edward Zollinger Outstanding Senior Award,
which was presented to me at the Carlson Leadership
Academy in Chicago, Illinois. The J. Edward Zollinger
Outstanding Senior Award is presented each year to
one outstanding senior in each of the 26 districts of the
fraternity. The district governor makes the selection,
based on nominations from the chapters, chapter
counselors, alumni, and volunteer corporations. The
award is based on outstanding scholastic achievement,
campus leadership, and community involvement.
A sophomore is then selected by the chapter of the
Zollinger Senior as a man with outstanding leadership
potential. Earlier in April, the chapter chose Lucas
O’Neil as the standout sophomore for his high
scholastic marks and dedication and service to our
chapter. He receives a $500 scholarship in his junior
year and another $500 scholarship his senior year.
Have you ever heard the quote, “you’re the average
of the five people you spend the most time with?” As a
freshman trying to make friends, I wanted to surround
myself with individuals who were supportive, positive
people, who wanted to succeed and weren’t afraid to
challenge the status quo. Individuals who had morals
and values that would push me to be the best person

I could be. It was inevitable that I found that group of
individuals during the fall of 2009 when I joined the
brotherhood of SigEp Ohio Iota, which turned out to
be the best decision of my college career. My time as
an active brother shaped me into the person I am today
and taught me many things the classroom didn’t teach.
How to sell an intangible idea like friendship during
recruitment. How to lead a group of men by conviction
and enthusiasm without any carrots or sticks. I only
stuck with the pharmacy program because I went
through the rigorous course work with other brothers.
I made friendships that will last a lifetime and started
traditions that will be remembered for years to come.
SigEp has truly taught me life lessons and has
enriched my life with incredible friends and mentors.
I’m sure other alumni share the same feeling of
indebtedness to our fraternity that I feel each day,
which is why so many give their time, talent, and
money. A chapter isn’t successful unless it has strong
alumni, being there for the chapter when they’re
needed, and I can speak from experience that Ohio Iota
wouldn’t be a Gold Buchanan Cup-winning chapter
without the nameless alumni working tirelessly for
the chapter in the background. I’m excited to start in
this servant role and explore opportunities where I can
give back to the chapter that has given me so much.
After all, being a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon is the
commitment of a lifetime. As always and forever, it’s
great to be a SigEp!

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Ohio Iota Alumni Association
3523 Kenwood, Toledo, OH 43606

Chi Beta Chi 1950 to 1970 Event
A Visit to the Past to the Winthrop Street House!
Date: October 4, 2013
Time: Early Afternoon (Day Before Homecoming)
Tom Schnell, Dick Bensman, Larry Leake, and Don Thurber are
working with the Alumni Chapter to have a bus Tour on Friday,
October 4, for the Brothers that lived in the 335 Winthrop St. House.
The bus will start from the Field House, if available, and leave for the
Winthrop Street House. After the tour of the house, the bus will arrive
at the Sig Ep House, take a tour of the house, and then depart to the
renovated Field House for a early dinner.
The Question…Would you be
interested? The event will require a
UT bus, a donation to the owner of
the Winthrup house, and the cost of
the dinner.
Do you think this is a good idea?
If so, contact:
Tom Schnell, trs2@toast.net
Randy McCullough,
rmccullough@themcculloughs.us
Ted Behnken, tedohio@aol.com (419-346-4700)
We need to get a group of 40 or so to make it happen.
The Chi Beta Chi house was sold around 1970, so anyone
prior to this may be interested in the Chi Beta Chi Tour.
Please contact us immediately to show us your support!

Nick Langenderfer

419 779-0170
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